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SCIENCE OF COLOUR
This resource supports learning at home for secondary school learners. The six  
themes cover different curricular areas: Art of Empowerment, Science of Colour, 
Wellbeing, Victorians, Manufacturing and Engineering and Natural Environment.

Science of Colour explores the importance of colour in the world in which we live. 
The following artworks and activities will help you explore this.

Google Classroom code: gfdamog 

For You by Tracey Emin (2008) is made with hand 
blown glass in pink and blue neon. Emin regards 
her big neon pieces as ‘love poems’ as she explains: 
"Poetry can be one line, a sentence. When you read 
the words, you imagine what you're seeing, you're 
given a sense of vision by the words". The colour of 
the neon heart is pink, traditionally associated with 
love, which is in contrast with the cool blueness of 
the words inside which read ‘I felt you and I know you 
loved me x’.

The way coloured light mixes is very different from 
the way that paint does. There are three colours in 
the light: red, green and blue. These can be added 
together to make the secondary colours magenta, 
cyan and yellow. All three primary colours add 
together make white light. 

Watch this video to see how refracted 
light shows the colours of the spectrum. 
Click Here 

Did you know: While isolating from the London 
Plague in 1666, the physicist and mathematician Sir 
Isaac Newton experimented with sunlight and prisms. 
This led to the study of optics and established the 
ROYGBIV colour wheel that we use today.  Here is a 
very easy way to make your own disappearing colour 
wheel. Click Here 

For You, 2008, Tracey Emin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aggi0g67uXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iV1m4j2wJQ


A careful recipe of raw natural materials such as silica, alumina and calcium 
make the glaze. Then an oxide such as iron oxide, copper carbonate or cobalt 
carbonate are added to make the colour.

You can see the difference in glaze before and after being fired in a kiln here. 
Click Here 

Iron oxide in a barium glaze will produce a bright yellow colour but a glaze 
with copper oxide will create a turquoise colour. Ceramists experiment with 
different combinations of chemical compounds to achieve their desired 
colours.

Aberdeen ceramicist Kevin Andrew Morris made a video for Aberdeen Art 
Gallery, showing how you can make a clay bowl at home. You can see the video 
on Aberdeen Art Gallery’s YouTube channel. Click Here  
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Lemon Slice by Kate Malone is a piece of glazed earthenware. Her work is sculptural, 
and she uses organic forms to create ceramics that are decorative as well as functional. 
The coloured glaze on ceramics, like in Malone’s Lemon Slice, begin as a chalky 
liquid. Once fired in a kiln, the liquid goes through a chemical reaction that melts the 
compounds in the glaze, changing the chalky liquid to a hardened glossy colour.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqTFWBdqd_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-PgWBCGmrg&list=PLq8JvonJ0OddZ5VtBBExKPSsqEEjl7tod&index=3

